A theoretical study of thin fluid film flows between rotating and stationary disks is presented. Inertia terms are included using an averaged method. It is assumed that inertia effects do not influence the shape of velocity profiles. The model is validated by comparison with experimental data and previous theoretical studies. A ThermoElastoHydroDynamic analysis of a hydrostatic seal is performed. The great influence of inertia terms on leakage rate prediction is shown.
INTRODUCTION
Generally, in fluid film lubrication, inertia effects are negligible when compared with the viscous effect. Thus, it is possible to obtain a simple expression of the velocity profiles. However, with increasing velocity and film thickness, this assumption no longer holds. To obtain a good prediction of the fluid film behaviour, it is necessary to take account of inertia terms in the momentum equations [1] .
Hydrostatic mechanical seals are employed in heavy-duty applications where no contact between the faces is allowedfor example, in nuclear coolant pumps. These seals operate with an important leakage flow in those cases where nonlaminar and inertia phenomena occur [2] [3] [4] . It is a typical application in which inertia effects cannot be neglected.
A simple way to take into account the inertia terms in thin fluid film is to suppose that velocity profiles are not affected by inertia [1] . This assumption is used in the present study to obtain simplified equations allowing the determination of pressure, velocities and temperature fields in the thin fluid film separating a stationary disk and a rotating disk. Comparisons are made with experimental data and previous work.
In an other paper [5] , the model is used to perform a ThermoElastoHydroDynamic analysis of a hydrostatic seal placed in a reactor coolant pump.
THEORETICAL MODEL
The geometrical configuration of the problem is presented in Fig 1. It consists of a rotating ring and static ring separated by a thin fluid film. A leakage flow due to a pressure gradient is superimposed on the rotating flow. The problem is axisymetric. 
Fig. 1 -Geometrical configuration
According to Constantinescu and Galetuse [1] , the velocity profiles in the thin fluid film should not be modified by inertia effects. The radial velocity of the fluid can be expressed in the following way:
where Q is leakage rate. I, I 1 , J, J 1 and G 1 are integrals across the film thickness that take into account the effective viscosity variations due to temperature gradients and turbulence [3] . The circumferential velocity is : 
V Pθ is a second order velocity term introduced to ensure momentum balance in the circumferential direction. ω is the rotating speed of the rotor. These simplified expressions are introduced in the Navier-Stokes equations to determine Q and V Pθ . Then, by using the mass conservation equation, a modified Reynolds equation including inertia effects is obtained. While this is used to determine the pressure field, the temperature field is calculated by solving the energy equation [3] . The turbulence and transition to turbulence are treated as in reference [6] . The finite element method is used to solve the equations. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the pressure field calculated with the present model with data obtained by Moller [7] between two stationary flat disks. There is a good correlation. On the other hand, poor results are obtained when neglecting inertia for a dimensionless radius lower than 1. It corresponds to a reduced Reynolds number Re Q * higher than 1. 
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Fig. 2 -Comparison of pressure fields between two stationary flat disks 3 STUDY OF A HYDROSTATIC SEAL
Brunetière, Tournerie and Frêne [3, 4] carried out a TEHD analysis of a hydrostatic seal operating in a nonlaminar regime. In their study, inertia effects were neglected. The same study with the same data has been performed using the present model. The balance ratio of the seal has been decreased to 0.7 which is a more realistic value. Figure 3 shows the leakage rate of the seal calculated with the present model and the previous one [3, 4] versus the angular velocity of the rotor. The inertialess model overestimates the leakage flow by up to 100%. This is due to convective inertia terms (Re Q * is close to 1) and centrifugal terms that tend to reduce the leakage flow. Moreover, the present model used an improved turbulence and transition model that significantly affects viscous friction on the seal faces [6] . 
CONCLUSIONS
An efficient model which includes inertia effects has been presented. It is dedicated to the study of thin fluid film flows between rotating and stationary disks and more particularly of hydrostatic face seals. It is shown that, to obtain a good prediction of the leakage rate of a hydrostatic seal, it is necessary to take account of inertia.
